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At last, a field guide to identifying and selecting more than 200 different cuts and kinds of meat,

from beef and poultry to game and cured meat! An essential resource for every home cook or

chef, Field Guide to Meat offers details on virtually every kind of meat available. This practical

guide includes more than 200 full-color photographs of cuts of beef, veal, pork, lamb, game,

and poultry as well as more than 100 different kinds of cured meats and sausages. Cross-

referenced with the photographs are in-depth descriptions of the cuts, including basic history,

location in the animal, characteristics, information on how to choose the cut, and flavor

affinities. Step-by-step preparation directions tell you whether the item is best marinated,

braised, grilled, roasted, or pan-seared. Trips to the butcher’s aisle will no longer be

intimidating, and you’ll never end up with a cut that’s too tough for dinner.

"Iwas raised in a family where canninghappened summer, and fall. Our pantry was filled with

preserves, fruits, vegetables,and meats; everything a household wouldneed to feed a family

through the long winter and early spring. This cookbookis a wonderful addition to anyone who

cans their food. Even more than that, itis a GREAT book to have on hand if you are juststarting

out! Advice on pressure canners is given as well as needed accessories. Step by step

instructionswith helpful hints make it easy to follow. I am now interested in canningspiced cran-

apple and grape confiture after reading the instructions. This would be an excellent gift for

anyone whocans or wants to can. I highly recommend it."--Caroline Everett,canning and

preserving enthusiast "Ifyou want to protect your food from spoilage and use the food at a later

date then you need to get started with canningand preserving. If you don't know where to

beginthen this book is a real keeper for you.The author describes how to be successful with

canning and preserving even ifyou never had any experience with it before. Cover multiple

different canningmethods from pressure canning to water bath canning and everything in

between. Plus included LOADS of great quality recipes for youto try so you can get started with

right away." --Helen Smith, Food Blogger "Canning and Preserving Food for Beginners

mademe realize that canning isn't as hard as I thought. I enjoyed the book becauseit broke the

whole process of canning down into easy steps, including lists ofwhat a person needs for

different methods of canning. I definitely recommendthis book for anyone who wants to start

canning but feels overwhelmed by theprocess." -- Melissa Oliver, food enthusiast "Thisbook

has some great ideas about canning and preserving, plus some thenitty-gritty that you will

need to actually takethe plunge and start preserving your favorite food! When you do

canningand preserving properly, you will save lots of money as well. It is a great wayto fully

enjoy your favorite foods all year long and at the same time." --Zoey Everett, food

enthusiast "Thisguide has a whole lot of information for the person interested in canning

orpreserving their own food right in your own kitchen. While I have as yet to tryany of these

recipes I did find several that I got excited about. For those whoare serious about trying out

canning and preserving different foods I wouldhighly recommend getting this cookbook and

going for it. Inside you will evenfind such useful information as types of pressure canners along

with otheruseful, and easy to follow, information and recipes. This is a great book forthe

beginning canning enthusiast." -- Sophia McBride, Ebook Tops customer
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IntroductionHere’s a compact, easy-to-carry book packed with information and photos to help

you sort your way through the meat counter’s offerings. It includes everything you need to know

about identifying, choosing, storing, and preparing everything from common meats like beef,

pork, veal, and lamb to unusual ones like goat, wild boar, and bison, along with poultry, game,

cured meats and an assortment of sausages, from andouille to zungenwurst.For professionals,

the book includes the North American Meat Producers (NAMP) cut numbers and names. To

make international cooking easier, I’ve included equivalent names in French, Spanish, Italian,

British, and other languages along with many regional and colloquial names.You will learn

about London broil (marinated grilled flank steak from London), guinea fowl (a close cousin to

the chicken and pheasant that tastes deliciously of both), and chorizo (Spanish and Latin

American spicy pork sausage). Detailed preparation instructions and food affinities make it

easy to explore new cuts and meats. Turn to the photo section to help identify your cut.To write

this book, I called on my 30 years of hands-on experience working with meats as chef, mother

(and home cook), food writer, and teacher as well as conducted extensive research. While it

would take a book the size of a full-grown steer to cover all the meat sold in today’s ever-

changing food market, I have crammed as much information about as many types of meat as

possible into this little book.I’m happy to hear from readers, with comments, questions or

suggestions. Send me an e-mail at and I’ll do my best to reply quickly.Aliza Green

Icon Key

I. BeefBeef RollsBones and MarrowBottom RoundBottom Sirloin ButtBrisketCheeksChuck

Roasts and SteaksCoulotteFlank SteakGround Beef and Cube SteakHanging

TenderKnuckleOxtailRibRumpShankShort RibsShoulder CenterShoulder TenderSkirt

SteakStrip LoinT-Bone and Porterhouse SteaksTenderloinTop Blade SteakTop RoundTop

Sirloin ButtTri-TipVariety Meats and FatBeef is the meat of domestic cattle (Bos taurus) and

belongs to the Bovidae family. Modern domestic cattle evolved about 8,500 years ago from the

wild aurochs, which died out as late as the early seventeenth century in Poland. Cattle is a

broad term that includes beef, humped cattle, water buffalo, bison, and yak. Beef is eaten

mainly in Northern Europe, North and South America, and Australia. Americans eat about 60

pounds (27 kg) a year per person compared with the Chinese at only 6 pounds (2.7 kg).

Argentineans eat as much as 80 pounds (36 kg) annually.Purebred cattle breeds have been



selectively bred to possess a distinct identity and the propensity to pass these traits to their

offspring. Beef usually comes from castrated males or steers slaughtered at 18 to 24 months of

age. All beef cattle start out eating grass; in the United States three-fourths are

“finished” (grown to maturity) in feedlots where they are fed mostly corn, while the remaining

quarter are fed only grass. Beef in South America and Australia is generally grass (or pasture)

fed. Corn-fed beef is richer and milder in flavor; grass-fed beef is leaner and stronger in flavor.

Worldwide, antibiotics are used to treat sick animals but are prohibited as growth promoters. In

the United States, hormones may be used to promote efficient growth.Look for beef with a

minimum of creamy outer fat. The bones should be soft looking with a reddish color; the meat

is best when firm, fine-textured, and light cherry-red. Avoid meat with yellowish or gray fat, little

to no marbling, two-toned color, or an unpleasant odor.The U.S. government conducts stringent

mandatory inspections of both live animals and carcasses. All fresh and processed meat

products shipped from one state to another must be stamped “Inspected and Passed by the

Department of Agriculture.” However, the stamp indicates safety only, not quality or

grade.Grading is voluntary and is based on the amount and distribution of marbling (the white

flecks of fat) within the muscles. The greater the marbling, the higher the grade, because

marbling makes beef more tender, flavorful, and juicy. (The protein, vitamin, and mineral

content are similar regardless of grade.) Much of today’s supermarket meat is choice, the most

popular grade. Select is the lowest retail grade and is the leanest, therefore it can be tough.

Lower grades are not found at retail; they are ground or used in processed meats. Only about 2

percent of beef is graded prime (advertisements for “prime rib” are likely for choice beef rib).

Prime beef is high priced and found in high-end butcher shops and fine restaurants. Because

the entire animal receives the same grade, less expensive cuts and variety meats of prime-

graded steers may be worth seeking out.A special, much-prized type of beef, Kobe beef,

comes from Wagyu cattle, which are genetically predisposed to intense marbling. In Japan,

they are fed sake mash and beer and are sometimes massaged with sake, producing meat

that is extraordinarily tender, finely marbled, and full-flavored. Kobe beef graded A5 in Japan is

20 to 25 percent fat; U.S. and Canadian prime beef is 6 to 8 percent fat. When cooking Kobe

beef, sear it quickly so that it blackens on the surface but remains rare. The meat is smooth,

velvety, and incomparably sweet, with a subtle tang that lingers on the palate. Kobe beef is

usually sold frozen but does not suffer in texture or flavor.About 90 percent of American beef is

shipped as boxed beef (wholesale cuts that are vacuum-packed and boxed for shipping). The

retailer refrigerates boxed beef until needed for sale, when the bag is opened and the meat cut.

During the period the meat is in the bag, averaging about seven days, it ages. This is referred

to as “aging in the bag” or “wet-aging.”Dry-aging is an old-fashioned, expensive, and slow

process still done by top butcher shops and restaurant purveyors. Beef is dry-aged anywhere

from ten days to six weeks to develop additional tenderness and flavor using controlled

temperatures and humidity. The longer the aging, the more the benefits but also the more

shrinkage and trimming. The length of time and method of aging is a personal preference. Dry-

aging results in a unique flavor that may be described as “musty”; aficionados love this flavor,

calling it “gamy” or “intense.” The tenderizing effects of aging are more evident in older animals.

Beef that is not aged at all can be metallic tasting and lacking beefy flavor.In the early twenty-

first century, Mad Cow Disease became a concern for most beef consumers. Mad Cow

Disease is the common name for bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), a progressive,

degenerative, and fatal disease affecting the central nervous system of adult cattle. BSE is not

destroyed by cooking. Research indicates that organ meat, rather than muscle meat, is the

source of infectious prions (the diseased proteins). Limit risk by avoiding head and spinal meat



and processed beef products that may contain nervous-system tissue, such as hot dogs,

sausage, and ground beef. Organic and 100 percent grass-fed beef carry the least risk, since

these cattle are not fed any animal products. Small producers are now selling grass-fed beef

directly to restaurants and at farmers’ markets. Kosher and Halal meat also carries less risk

because it is forbidden to use animals that are ill or injured, and the hand-slaughtering method

ensures that brain matter does not contaminate the meat.There are other diseases associated

with beef, though with proper handling and cooking, the food will be safe. Two of the most

dangerous, Escherichia coli (E. coli) and salmonella, are both killed at 155°C (69°C). E. coli

colonizes in the intestines of animals and can contaminate muscle meat at slaughter. E. coli

0157:H7 is a rare but virulent strain that can be fatal. Salmonella is a bacteria that may be

found in the intestinal tracts of livestock, poultry, and other animals. Cross-contamination can

occur if raw meat (or its juices) mix with cooked food that will be eaten raw, such as a

salad.Beef Primal CutsBeef carcasses are large—a 1,100-pound (500 kg) steer will produce a

carcass of about 680 pounds (310 kg). They are divided into primal cuts at the slaughterhouse.

In the United States there are eight primals.The chuck weighs about 90 pounds (41 kg) and is

the large shoulder section. It includes ribs 1 to 5 (numbering starts at the shoulder). Chuck cuts

are plentiful and inexpensive. Many pot roasts are from the chuck, and it is generally

considered the best source of ground beef. Because the many muscles in the beef

forequarters are more heavily exercised and contain more connective tissue, they require slow,

moist-heat cooking to tenderize. Several muscles in the chuck are often seamed out (divided),

mostly for the restaurant trade. These include the shoulder tender, the shoulder center, and the

flatiron.The tender and flavorful rib is one of the two sought-after beef “middle cuts” (the other

is the strip loin; see below). This primal weighs about 35 pounds (16 kg) and reaches from the

6th rib, adjoining the chuck, through the 12th rib, adjoining the loin, along the steer’s back. The

rib section includes the large rib-eye muscle and several smaller attached muscles. Because

rib is always in high demand, it fetches a correspondingly high price.The highly flavorful and

moderately tender strip loin is the second of two sought-after “middle cuts” (the other is the rib;

see above). This primal weighs about 40 pounds (18 kg) and lies along the steer’s back

between the rib section and the sirloin. Steaks and roasts cut from this section are prized for

their superb flavor and satisfying texture. Paralleling it, beneath the ribs and next to the

backbone, lies the smaller, pointed front portion of the tenderloin. Strip loin cuts are

expensive.The full-bodied sirloin (upper hip) is a beef lover’s favorite. Weighing about 22

pounds (10 kg), it lies between the strip loin and the round (upper leg) and includes the butt

end of the long muscle that runs down the back of the steer. Though not as tender as the

adjoining strip loin, cuts from the sirloin are appreciated for their full-bodied flavor and firm,

satisfying texture. A baron of beef is a roast of two sirloins, or two sirloins and the round, left

intact at the backbone. There is a legend that King Henry VIII of England prized this cut so

much that he dubbed it Sir Loin, Baron of Beef, but the term sirloin most likely comes from the

French surlonge, meaning “above the loin.” There are three basic parts of the sirloin: the top

sirloin butt; the stub (or larger) end of the tenderloin; and the bottom sirloin. Depending on how

the beef was cut up, some of the bottom sirloin can be included in the round and will be called

sirloin tip.The large round, which weighs about 80 pounds (36 kg), is the entire upper leg. It

contains the femur and the lower portion of the aitchbone (hipbone) and ends just above the

shank (shin). The round is a lean and less tender cut and makes up about 20 percent of the

beef carcass. Three main subprimals, the knuckle, the top round, and the bottom or gooseneck

round, are cut from the round. Most round cuts are best suited for moist-heat pot-roasting. Beef

round cuts are generally moderately priced.The brisket weighs about 30 pounds (14 kg) and



lies between the chuck (shoulder) and the plate (belly). The boneless brisket itself weighs only

about 12 pounds (5.4 kg). Brisket is moderately priced, but there is quite a bit of shrinkage

because it needs long, slow cooking to tenderize. See the individual entry for beef brisket.
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pounds (10 kg), it lies between the strip loin and the round (upper leg) and includes the butt

end of the long muscle that runs down the back of the steer. Though not as tender as the

adjoining strip loin, cuts from the sirloin are appreciated for their full-bodied flavor and firm,

satisfying texture. A baron of beef is a roast of two sirloins, or two sirloins and the round, left

intact at the backbone. There is a legend that King Henry VIII of England prized this cut so

much that he dubbed it Sir Loin, Baron of Beef, but the term sirloin most likely comes from the

French surlonge, meaning “above the loin.” There are three basic parts of the sirloin: the top

sirloin butt; the stub (or larger) end of the tenderloin; and the bottom sirloin. Depending on how

the beef was cut up, some of the bottom sirloin can be included in the round and will be called

sirloin tip.The large round, which weighs about 80 pounds (36 kg), is the entire upper leg. It

contains the femur and the lower portion of the aitchbone (hipbone) and ends just above the

shank (shin). The round is a lean and less tender cut and makes up about 20 percent of the

beef carcass. Three main subprimals, the knuckle, the top round, and the bottom or gooseneck

round, are cut from the round. Most round cuts are best suited for moist-heat pot-roasting. Beef

round cuts are generally moderately priced.The brisket weighs about 30 pounds (14 kg) and

lies between the chuck (shoulder) and the plate (belly). The boneless brisket itself weighs only

about 12 pounds (5.4 kg). Brisket is moderately priced, but there is quite a bit of shrinkage

because it needs long, slow cooking to tenderize. See the individual entry for beef brisket.The

plate weighs about 30 pounds (14 kg) and is equivalent to a slab of pork spareribs. It lies on

the underside of the steer, behind the brisket, in front of the flank, and under the rib section,

and it includes the inside and outside skirt and short ribs. Plate cuts are extremely flavorful but

tough; the muscle tissue is streaked with fat and layered with connective tissue. Plate cuts

need moist, low heat and long, slow cooking. Though whole plate is quite inexpensive, plate

short ribs can be expensive.The flank primal weighs about 20 pounds (9.1 kg) and lies on the

underside of the steer, between the plate, the round, and the short loin. The beef flank steak

weighs less than 2 pounds (910 g) and is moderately priced. The remainder of this primal is

used for ground beef.

1. beef rollsBEEF ROLLSOther Names:Beef olives, braciole (southern Italian), involtini (Italian,

usually veal), paupiettes and roulades (French), roll-ups, Rouladen (German).General

Description:Beef rolls are thin slices of beef that can be filled, rolled up, and then braised.

While not a specific cut of beef, beef rolls are commonly sold by butchers; the beef used for

this preparation must be cut from a single muscle so that the slices cook evenly and hold

together during the long cooking process. Beef rolls originated in medieval times when cooks

prepared thin slices of beef, veal, or mutton with a stuffing.Part of Animal:These thin slices are

cut from a single muscle, usually the top round or bottom round.Characteristics:Beef rolls are

made from tough cuts of beef, which become tender when braised.How to Choose:Choose the

largest slices of single-muscle meat sliced about ¼ inch (.65 cm) thick.Amount to Buy:Allow

about 4 ounces (115 g) per person.Storage: × 2Because they have a large surface area, thin-

cut slices spoil easily and should be used within 2 days.Preparation:1. Trim off any excess fat

if necessary, then place each slice between two sheets of plastic wrap and pound lightly with a

meat mallet until approximately 5 × 8 inches (13 × 20 cm).2. Season with salt and pepper and

spread cool stuffing over the meat, leaving a 1-inch (2.5 cm) border.3.Fold the sides over the

stuffing, roll it up, and tie securely using butcher’s string or toothpicks.4. Brown well on all

sides in a pan over medium-high heat and then remove from the pan.5.Pour off the fat, add

aromatic vegetables to the pan, brown lightly, then pour in liquid to deglaze the pan.6. Return

the rolls to the pan and simmer (or transfer to a Dutch oven and bake at 325°F/165°C) about 1



hour, or until fork tender.7.Allow the rolls to cool slightly in the liquid, then remove and reserve.

Cook the liquid down till syrupy.8. Remove the string or toothpicks from the meat, cut the rolls

into slices, and top with the cooking liquid.Flavor Affinities:Basil, capers, garlic, lemons,

mustard, onions, Parmesan cheese, prosciutto, red wine, tomatoes.
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B. Marold, “Necessary reference for Meat, Poultry, Game, and Sausage. `Field Guide to Meat'

by Aliza Green is part of the series of very handy pocket sized, sturdily bound, heavy covered

paperbacks by Quirk Books. Ms. Green also wrote the `Field Guide to Produce' for the same

series, to which I gave a very favorable review. This book, I feel, is even more useful as a

volume you own and consult often. The difference may be less in the relative quality of the

books but in the relative availability of good cookbooks and reference books devoted

exclusively to meat and those devoted to fruits and vegetables. Vegetables as a group are

supported by superb books from leading culinary writers such as Jack Bishop, Alice Waters,
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James Peterson, and most of all, Elizabeth Schneider and her volume, `Vegetables from

Amaranth to Zucchini'.Compared to these four, I know of only two leading writers, Bruce Aidell

and the team of Schlesinger and Willoughby who have done good cookbooks covering a wide

range of meats, and even these books don't give as broad a coverage as the veggie

crowd.These two books solve the amateur cook's knotty problem of wandering through the

market, being able to tell what looks good, and then thinking up something to do with the good

stuff. When I see some especially good looking pork chops, there is only one thing I can thing

of doing with them. If I wanted to stuff them, I would not be sure I knew what I would need, as

all my pork chop stuffing recipes are sitting on my bookshelf at home. With these books in

hand, you will can get a much better idea of the variety of things you can do with a cut of meat

from this book than from virtually any other source I can think of. This is not to say it isn't there,

it's just that it is so spread out across so many different books and sources that if you don't

already have it all in your head, tracking it down on short notice is almost impossible. The only

single source I can think of which comes close to this book is the Larousse Gastronomique, but

you don't want to be lugging this 10-pound boat anchor around with you at the Farmer's

Market. And, my experience with the average meat market attendant is that I know more about

meat than they do. All the real butchers are back in the cold room.The books on produce and

meats will generally be used for different things. Produce is generally much more perishable

than meat in a refrigerated case. That is, the variability in the quality of produce at one store

will be much higher than the variability in the quality of meat, especially since produce probably

comes from 20 or 30 different suppliers, while beef, pork, veal, and lamb may come from two

or three suppliers while poultry may come from two or three other suppliers. And, with the

exception of lamb, practically all meat availability is independent of season. Therefore, while

your first question upon opening the book on produce may be the seasonality, the first question

upon opening the book on meat may be `What is a good cut for grilling?' or `How do I pick the

best pork chop for stuffing?'.While most cookbooks separate flesh on four legged animals from

flesh from two legged / two winged animals, this book is just that much better because in

addition to covering beef, veal, pork, and lamb, it covers all different types of poultry

(domesticated birds) and game, including wild birds and wild mammals. In fact, the range of

wild game mentioned is truly amazing. I was surprised to see the `Joy of Cooking' cover boar

and muskrat. This book includes sections on alligator, armadillo, raccoon, rattlesnake, and

squirrel. Just what they need at the road kill café! Much more practical is the fact that the book

also covers all sizes, shapes, and nationalities of Charcuterie and meat preservation. It even

mentioned some types of hams of which I have not yet heard.Upon opening the book, the very

first thing I did was to look up guanciale (cured pork jowl) in the index and lo and behold, there

it was. This alone sold me on the book. Unfortunately some other index games came up empty,

as when I looked up London broil. No references appeared anywhere in the index, even though

it is mentioned in the introduction and as a method of preparation for several different cuts of

meat.This means that you can't effectively pick a cooking method and search for the best cut(s)

to use with this method.Otherwise, for a list price of $15, literally every American foodie needs

a copy of this book, especially as the `Larousse Gastronomique' primarily deals with European

butchering primals.Very, very highly recommended.”

Retired line cook, “Practical and very useful in many situations.. Anyone can benefit from this

book; home cooks,newly-weds,single people:anyone who shops for,cooks and eats meat.The

cuts are not only described but names are listed in several languages making it the perfect gift

for those with familyor friends stationed abroad with the military. Of course not all cuts are



available in all countries using the US standardsbut it is far better than looking the information

up in a dictionary. There are even recommendations for several cooking methodsspecific to

each cut of meat and perhaps a short recipe. This is also available for seafood and

produce.The one drawback might be that all the photos are in one section in the middle of the

book so you have to do some cross-checking.”

John R Brand, “Convenient kitchen manual on meat. This compact and detailed little book

helps the cook quickly understand the many and often confusing definitions of meat cuts and

their preparation. It easily covers 95% of the usual questions and many of the unusual (wild

game). The format somewhat limits the amount, size and clarity of some illustrations yet the

guide is too thick to carry in a pocket while shopping; a larger format would be more useful in

the kitchen. Overall, very useful!”

MDG, “I find the field guide an excellent resource for the casual cook like myself. I just

purchased my third copy of this field guide. One for myself two years ago and recently as

gifts.I find the field guide an excellent resource for the casual cook like myself. I use it

frequently. I like the easy and quick reference to basic meat cuts and cooking instructions. I

have no interest in becoming an expert of meat cuts or recipes. I take the field guide with me

when going to the butcher and discuss the proper cut to purchase with him or her based on the

guide.For this purpose it is an excellent resource.Those finding the book not meeting their

expectations do not understand the basic definition of a "field guide"such as a naturalist

understands its purpose.Not everyone wants to be foodie.”

A. V., BBQ, “Yes, a good quick reference. I like the short, to the point explainations she gives.

Moreover, she gives, not only the common names of meat cuts, but also the less common/

antique names that you sometimes find given in old recipes, or secret cuts offered by the best

butchers that if you did not have this guide, you would be lost. I did not know what the beef

"butterball" roast was, but when I ended up with a portion of this suculent cut in a side of beef I

purchased, and loved it, it was this book that educated me as to what cut I had enjoyed (I now

regularly go to my buthcher and request a Butterball). She also gives, what I have come to trust

as some solid, culinary sound, recipe recomendations on how the meats can be prepared. This

may not be a 1st buy reference guide for the novice cook, but if you are a new chef, or if you

are a "back yard chef" looking for the knowledge to empress your friends, get this book. Get it.”

Pegleg the Pirate, “a great help for food shopping. Whether you are a "new" or an"experienced"

cook, this handy guide will help you be better at selecting meats.[ and as a byproduct, your

butcher will be better able to help you - a really good thing ! ]This handy guide is very helpful

when meat shopping.As you shop, based on your recipe that has a cut of meat that is not

familiar to you, take this book along to help you identify and select the best cut of meat for your

recipe.It just doesn't get any easier.”

exotec, “Field Guide to Meat. What a great volume. It's small enough to carry with you if you're

going on a foray to the butcher, or even to take with to a regular grocer (whose employees may

not have a butcher's background). It's also a nice guide for foreign transplants who may be

unfamiliar with our cuts and usages of meats. It's copiously illustrated with good photos,

diagrams, and official meat standards. A real must for serious cooks. Great addition to a

kitchen library!”



Billy Bob in Hotlanta, “"Field Guide to..." is always useful.. The entire series of "Field Guide

to..." is well written, designed and is always useful.”

Mr. David S. Ball, “Very helpfull. I had been puzzled by supermarket names of cuts and some

specialist butchers all is explained in this book if you work through it.”

mckenzie, “meat info. Very informative book.”

The book by Aliza Green has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 69 people have provided feedback.
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